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Local public entrepreneurship is a concept which encompasses a variety of activities carried
out by local governments to foster local economic development. The first part of this paper
puts forward local public entrepreneurship as a windfall of the right to local selfgovernment. In the second part two cases are presented - one from EU and one from US where local public entrepreneurship is playing a major role. However, in the EU the ECJ
jurisprudence is discouraging local governments to engage in such activities thereby
undermining the right to local self-government. By contrast, the US legal system actively
encourages a high level of local public entrepreneurship for the production of urban
services and infrastructure. The third and conclusive part of the paper addresses the
implications of globalization for local development and questions whether normative action
to regulate local public entrepreneurship shall be taken at the international law.
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TOCCATA (OR PRELUDE)... : The Hayek-hypothesis. Local governments as competing quasicommercial corporations1.
Since its birth the Tiebout model has divided the field of local government scholarship into two
main schools of thought, its estimators and its detractors. Tiebout’s cutting-edge study2 asserts
that local governments compete with each other to convey more taxpayers into their jurisdiction
by offering packages of local public goods at competitive tax-prices. From this standpoint they
act just as private firms which would compete for consumers by offering competitively priced
private goods. “Exit” or “full mobility” is the crucial device that ensures efficiency. Taxpayers
can leave inefficient cities/markets for cities/markets that produce preferred public services at a
lower tax-price.
It is self-evident that in Tiebout’s view
local governments play a relatively passive part in this market-type mechanism,
presenting a variety of revenue and expenditure patterns that are “more or less set”. The
dynamic element in the public sector marketplace is the individual, or, in Tiebout's
terminology, “the consumer-voter.” The central mechanism for revealing public service
preferences is relocation: “The act of moving or failing to move . . . replaces the usual
market test of willingness to buy a good and reveals the consumer-voter's demand for
public goods”. By settling in a particular locality, “ the consumer-voter may be viewed as
picking that community which best satisfies his preference pattern for public goods.”
People decide on the taxes they want to pay and the type and level of services they want
to receive by “shopping around” among the various localities in a given metropolitan area
before “purchasing” by moving to the one that best fits their needs. The multiplicity of
localities assures a range of choices and increases the likelihood that one locality will
approximate the mobile consumer-voter's preferences3.
Surprisingly enough, it has been an ardent exponent of laissez-faire, Friederich Hayek4, to first
maintain decentralization of powers to local governments and their active role in local economies
Most service activities now rendered by central government could be devolved to
regional or local authorities which would posses the power to raise taxes at a rate
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Toccata (Italian for to touch) is a piece of classical music mainly for organs, composed to emphasize the dexterity
of the performer. The form first appeared in the late Renaissance period. It originated in northern Italy. But it was in
Germany where it reached its full development, culminating in the work of Johann Sebastian Bach more than a
hundred years later. The Baroque toccata increases in intensity and virtuosity from the Renaissance version,
reaching heights of extravagance equivalent to those of the architecture of the period. Bach's toccatas are among the
most famous examples of the form. His toccatas for organ are often followed by an independent fugue movement.
The fugue begins with a theme, known as the subject, stated alone in one voice. A second voice then enters and
plays the same theme, beginning on a different degree of the scale. The remaining voices enter one by one, each
beginning by stating the same theme (with their first notes alternating between the same two different degrees of the
scale). The remainder of the fugue develops the material further using all of the voices and, usually, multiple
statements of the theme. This description is an adaptation of the entries “toccata” and “fugue” drawn by
Encyclopædia Britannica.
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Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, 64 J. Pol. Econ. 416, 421-23 (1956).
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For these reasoning see Richard Briffault, Our Localism: Part II-Localism and Legal Theory, 90 Colum. L. Rev.
346, 400 (1990).
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FRIEDERICH A. HAYEK, LAW, LEGISLATION AND LIBERTY, VOL. 3, THE POLITICAL ORDER OF A FREE PEOPLE, 146
(THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, 1979).

they could determine but which they could levy or apportion only according to
general rules laid down by central legislature.
I believe the result would be the transformation of local and even regional
governments into quasi-commercial corporations competing for citizens. They
would have to offer a combination of advantages and costs which made life
within their territory at least as attractive as elsewhere within the reach of its
potential citizens. Assuming their powers to be so limited by law as not to restrict
free migration, and that they could not discriminate in taxation, their interest
would be wholly to attract those who in their particular condition could make the
greatest contribution to the common product.
To re-entrust the management of most service activities of government to smaller
units would probably lead to the revival of a communal spirit which has been
largely suffocated by centralization. The widely felt inhumanity of the modern
society is not so much the result of the impersonal character of the economic
process, in which modern man of necessity works largely for aims of which he is
ignorant, but of the fact that political centralization has largely deprived him of
the chance to have a say in shaping the environment which he knows. The great
Society can only be an abstract society – an economic order from which the
individual profits by obtaining the means for all his ends, and to which he must
make his anonymous contribution. This does not satisfy his emotional, personal
needs. To the ordinary individual it is much more important to take part in the
direction of his local affairs that are now taken largely out of the hands of men he
knows and can learn to trust, and transferred to a remoter bureaucracy which to
him is an inhuman machine. And while within the sphere which the individual
knows, it can only be beneficial to rouse his interest and induce him to contribute
his knowledge and opinion, it can produce only disdain for all politics if he is
mostly called upon to express views on maters which do not recognizably concern
him.
These might have sounded to many as “prophecies” destined to remain unrealized. All or part of
the prophecies seem turning true thanks to globalization of social, economic and legal
relationships.
… AND FUGUE: Local public entrepreneurship and local self-government.
At the outset, it is necessary to forge an heuristic tool serving as a guide in the investigation of
the Hayek’s hypothesis. The tool I imagined is the concept of local public entrepreneurship5.
This is the “fugue”6 I am referring to and which could turn into either a step ahead or an undue
step out of line in the study of competition among local governments. Whatever the outcome
may be, my attempt is to carve out a principled rationale for legislative and judicial interventions
5

I adapt the terminology used in ROBIN PAUL MALLOY, PLANNING FOR
AND DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT (Pennsylvania, 1991) at 10.

6

SERFDOM: LEGAL ECONOMIC DISCOURSE

With all due respect for (and distance from) the extraordinary context where this lexicon was drawn from, I
interpret the subject of this paper in a similar fashion. Indeed, after the little prelude where I give credits to those
authors who have inspired me the most, I state the theme which is precisely the concept of “local public
entrepreneurship”. I then try to play the same theme on different upward scales (i.e. national, supranational and
international). I therefore do not pretend here to create a new original theme. I just enjoy playing with a little twist
and some personal touch a theme many others contributed to create.

on behalf of local governments who regard other interventions of the same kind as excessively
burdensome.
Now, ‘entrepreneur’ is «one who undertakes an enterprise; one who owns and manages a
business». And ‘enterprise’ is a «commercial or industrial undertaking»7. Therefore, ‘local public
entrepreneurship’ - as understood for the purpose of the present study - embodies all the
commercial or industrial activities in which local governments engage directly or support
indirectly for the purpose of accomplishing their mission.
Now, their mission is primarily – although not exclusively - to foster the well-being of their
constituency and more notably local economic development8. Local governments economic
activism is meant to generate and retain business, drawing individuals and firms through
expenditures on infrastructure and capital projects, public relations and marketing, and a vast
array of other business-oriented initiatives. The objective is to convey more citizens, firms and
investments into their jurisdictions and take them away from other similar jurisdictions.
I move along the same path enlightened by the Tiebout model9. For the aforementioned purpose
local authorities need to provide goods and services to their actual and potential constituencies.
As Baker and Gillette claim «Different localities distinguish themselves by offering different
packages of goods and services»10. Local governments differentiate the basket of goods and
services they provide to their citizens. This creates a market of local goods and services.
Citizens-consumers choose the city and the basket that maximize their preferences and minimize
the tax-price for such goods and services.
Here I look at the same phenomenon although from a slightly different perspective. Tiebout and
his successors have implemented a consumer-oriented vision of cities economic
entrepreneurship. I embrace here a “business-oriented approach”. That is to say I look at
competition among local governments from the side of the “supplier” of local public goods and
not from the side of the “buyer”.
But in dealing with the supplier’s business strategies I do not intend to cover the supplier’s
pricing policies. In the case at issue this imply that I do not address how the taxing power of
local governments can be used to win competition with other jurisdictions. The matter has been
extensively eviscerated11. The fiscal well-being of most cities truly depends on the decisions of
taxpayers - private individuals and revenue-raising / employment-generating businesses - to
move to, remain in, expand in or depart from the geographical boundaries of the city12. However
city taxing powers are constrained by the “cross-cutting pressures to hold taxes low enough to
make the city attractive to businesses and affluent residents while keeping taxes high enough to
7

The definitions are drawn by the Oxford English Dictionary.
See, for example, Paul E. Peterson, City Limits (Chicago, 1981); Ann O'M. Bowman, The Visible Hand: Major
Issues in City Economic Policy 7-8 (NLC Working Papers, Nov 1987) (86% of mayors surveyed identified
economic development as one of their three top priorities; 36% said it was their highest priority); Robin Paul
Malloy, Planning for Serfdom: Legal Economic Discourse and Downtown Development (Pennsylvania, 1991)
(discussing the legal, political, and economic implications of public/private cooperation and urban development and
revitalization). In the landmark case Kelo v. City of New London (125 S. Ct. 2655 (2005)) the Supreme Court of
Connecticut ruled that economic development constitutes a “traditional and long accepted function of government».
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Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Public Expenditures, 64 J. POL. ECONOMY, 416-424 (1956).
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LYNN A. BAKER – CLAYTON P. GILLETTE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW 337 (Foundation Press 2004).
11
See, e.g., WILLIAM E. OATES, FISCAL FEDERALISM, (1972).
12
See P. PETERSON, CITY LIMITS, 22-37 (1981) and Richard Briffault, Our Localism: Part II-Localism and Legal
Theory, 90 Colum. L. Rev. 346, 351 (1990).
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fund essential infrastructure and social welfare programs”13. Hence at some point cities have to
use leverages other than the fiscal one to influence those decisions.
From my perspective, local governments seem to come very close to fulfill the “Tiebout
hypothesis”. Indeed, to foster economic growth and attractiveness of their territory localities
engage in a variety of activities aiming at creating a fertile environment for the birth of new
enterprises or conveying more external investment into their jurisdictions. Not only do they act
as business operators, but they also choose tools that private firms would choose. As a matter of
fact, local governments are increasingly relying on private corporate structures to deliver local
public goods. They also sign contracts and/or enter into complex transactions to build
partnerships among themselves and/or with private parties14.
I follow this pattern to investigate a more legal-based issue. Inasmuch as localities have to
compete with each other, they need to be relatively free to define the content of the basket to fit
their constituents preferences. As Briffault maintains
Yet a fundamental premise of the Tiebout hypothesis is that localities possess substantial
discretion over local taxing, spending and regulatory decisions. Although this premise
usually passes unstated, Tiebout's theory would make no sense without it, since it is this
discretion that allows local governments to respond to consumer-voter preferences.
Mobile citizens and multiple local governments would have little economic significance
if each locality simply executed the decisions of a higher level government or if local
decisions were regularly superseded by state or federal action15.
Thus, as economic entrepreneurs, cities need to hold sufficient discretion to let the
entrepreneurial spirit free to design the pro-business and/or business-like strategies. At the same
time they also need to be able to decide how they accomplish their mission and therefore what
are the best suited instruments to implement such strategies. For instance local governments
usually provide directly some local public goods and services. For some of them there is
however an alternative to public production. That is called privatization, which takes different
forms and in broad terms means private production with (at times) public partnership, regulation
or mere oversight. It is however left out of the scope of this essay the ancient debate between
laissez-fairism and public intervention. There are two reasons for this choice. First, it is now
becoming questionable that local governments share always the exact same nature of other
governmental entities which are undoubtedly public16. Second, in many cases activities falling
within the scope of local public entrepreneurship may be provided simultaneously by local
governments and private operators because either they correspond to a normal entrepreneurial
activity any economic actor could engage in (e.g. debt issue) or they relate to sectors where the
public provision (and monopoly) is or could be limited to just a specific part of them17.
In principle, local public entrepreneurship shall therefore imply localities freedom to decide the
“what” and the “how” of local economic development. Now, in some legal systems such of
economic freedoms seems not to be fully protected and in some cases they are at stake. Then the
question addressed here becomes: “who” has to make the choice about the “what” and the “how”
13

See Richard Briffault, cited above.
Gilliann E. Metzger, Privatization as delegation, 103 COLUM. L. REV. 1367 (2003).
15
Richard Briffault, Our Localism: Part II-Localism and Legal Theory, 90 Colum. L. Rev. 346, 405 (1990).
16
The public/private distinction is becoming blurry. See Roderick M. Hills, The constitutional rights of private
governments, 78 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 144.
17
See Clayton P. Gillette, Opting out of public provision, 73 Denv. U. L. Rev. 1185.
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of local governments economic activism? The law, the judiciary or local governments
themselves? The ultimate question would address the role that globalization may play in this
game.
Before we turn to the two case studies that addresses those questions, I need to make clear that
the assumption from which I move is that local public entrepreneurship is a windfall of the right
to self-government that local governments hold in almost any highly decentralized legal systems.
In this regard it might be useful to briefly summarize how local self-government and local public
entrepreneurship relate to each other in different legal frameworks. However, considering the
nature of this essay, only a hasty treatment is possible. The reader will forgive the quick run
through a densely populated area, allowing stops along the way only at few milestones.
I.1

In the Italian legal framework

(A) The role of local governments according to the Italian constitution after the 2001
devolution reform.
Italian constitutional law no. 3 of 18 October 2001 has deeply changed the previous framework
of local governments powers18. This is due to the overall changes made to the Fifth Title of the
Constitution setting forth the relationships among the Italian regional and local governments and
in particular, to the re-drafting of section 118 of the Constitution.
To begin with, the Constitution today grants today autonomy to all the sub-national levels of
government and the entities composing the Italian Republic stand all on an equal footing
although with different powers19.
The most relevant innovations enacted with the 2001 reform are the general entitlement of
municipalities with “administrative functions” and the provision of the principles of subsidiarity,
differentiation and adequacy. These principles shall serve as safeguards to both prerogatives of
localities and effective and uniform standards in public goods delivery20.

18

On this see G. Cartei & V. Ferraro, Reform of the fifth title of Italian Constitution: a step towards a federal
system?, European public law, 445 (2002); E. Ferrari, Planning, building and environmental law after the recent
Italian devolution, European Public Law, 357 (2002); G. Cartei, Devolution and the Constitution: the Italian
perspective, European Public Law, 33 (2004).
19
Article 114 of the revised constitutional text states that «the Republic is composed of municipalities, metropolitan
cities, provinces, regions and the State». The previous text, instead, stated the «the Republic is divided into regions,
provinces and municipalities». Besides, article 114, paragraph 2, has now extended to provinces, metropolitan cities
and municipalities the legal status previously granted only to regions by the repealed article 115. Accordingly, they
share with regions the same nature of autonomous entities with their own home rules and constitutionally entrenched
powers and functions. Indeed, they are «autonomous entities having their own statutes, powers and functions in
accordance with the principles laid down in the Constitution».
20
Article 118 so provides: «Administrative functions are attributed to the Municipalities, unless they are attributed
to the provinces, metropolitan cities and regions or to the State, pursuant to the principles of subsidiarity,
differentiation and adequateness, to ensure their uniform implementation.
Municipalities, provinces and metropolitan cities carry out administrative functions of their own as well as the
functions assigned to them by State or by regional legislation, according to their respective competences.
State legislation shall provide for co-ordinated action between the State and the Regions in the subject matters as per
Article 117, paragraph two, letters b) and h), and also provide for agreements and co-ordinated action in the field of
cultural heritage preservation.
The State, regions, metropolitan cities, provinces and municipalities shall promote the autonomous initiatives of
citizens, both as individuals and as members of associations, relating to activities of general interest, on the basis of
the principle of subsidiarity».

Article 118 recognizes the principle of subsidiarity in its full meaning as keystone of the right of
self-government21. Accordingly, power shall be assigned «to the lowest practicable tier of social
organization, public or private»22.
The principle of subsidiarity implies the principle of adequacy which calls for a flexible and
dynamic distribution of powers. Powers shall therefore be assigned on the basis of the local/nonlocal dimension of the collective interest and of the capability of the specific government level to
fulfill such interest. The principle of adequacy requires therefore an extensive degree of
interlocal cooperation in order to reach the optimal dimension of delivery of several local
services.
Instead, in my view23, the principle of differentiation lays down the right to self-determination of
local authorities in the selection of services they purport to provide to actual and potential
residents. The principle at issue also recognizes the right to choose the organizational means
through which localities have decided to supply the selected services or have been charged with
the duty to provide by other governmental bodies24.

21

Paragraph 4 of article 118 recognizes the principle of the so-called “horizontal subsidiarity” pursuant to which all
public authorities «shall promote the autonomous initiatives of citizens, both as individuals and as members of
associations, relating to activities of general interest, on the basis of the principle of subsidiarity».
22
Roderick M. Hills, Jr., Is Federalism good for localism?, 21 J. L. & POLITICS 187 (2005).
23
This view does not correspond to the opinion of the majority of the scholarship. The mainstream reads the
principles of differentiation and adequacy as an hendiadys or disregards at all the importance of the principle of
differentiation. See for instance B. Caravita di Toritto, Constitutional reform: Local government and the recent
changes to intergovernmental relations in Italy, in The place and role of local government in federal systems,
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, 2005, (N. Steytler Ed.); T. Groppi, N. Scattone, Italy: The Subsidiarity Principle, 4 Int'l
J. Const. L. 131; C. Tubertini, ; P. Leyland, Regional government reform in Italy: assessing the prospects for
devolution, P.L. 2002, SUM, 242-251.
24
Indeed, article 117 paragraph 2(p) establishes that the Italian State has exclusive legislative competence in matters
of «electoral law, local government and fundamental functions of the municipalities, provinces and metropolitan
cities». Correspondingly, there are some services that any local government needs to provide to their constituents to
guarantee equal and uniform conditions of citizenship and this calls for a nationwide minimum common
denominator in public service delivery. Indeed, the Italian constitution also entrusts the central government with the
legislative power to determine «the minimum level of service delivery relating to civil and social rights to be
guaranteed throughout the national territory» (article 117 paragraph 2(m)). Also, regions may decide to assign
further tasks. Anyhow, central and regional governments shall transfer to local governments the necessary economic
resources for this purpose. Yet, beyond these nationwide and regional common denominators each local government
has got the power to decide to provide further services and above all it has the power to self-organize the provision
of such services. To this extent section 119 establishes that «Municipalities, provinces, metropolitan cities and
regions shall have revenue and expenditure autonomy.
Municipalities, provinces, metropolitan cities and regions shall have independent financial resources. They set and
levy taxes and collect revenues of their own, in compliance with the Constitution and according to the principles of
co-ordination of State finances and the tax system. They share in the tax revenues related to their respective
territories.
State legislation shall provide for an equalization fund - with no allocation constraints - for the territories having
lower per-capita taxable capacity.
Revenues raised from the above-mentioned sources shall enable municipalities, provinces, metropolitan cities and
regions to fully finance the public functions attributed to them.
The State shall allocate supplementary resources and adopt special measures in favor of specific municipalities,
provinces, metropolitan cities and regions to promote economic development along with social cohesion and
solidarity, to reduce economic and social imbalances, to foster the exercise of the rights of the person or to achieve
goals other than those pursued in the ordinary implementation of their functions.

In this latter regard, the 2001 reform has indeed strengthened the regulatory powers and
organizational autonomy of local authorities. Localities have been vested in with the power to
enact regulations «as to the organization and implementation of the functions attributed to them»
(art. 117, paragraph 6).
Thus, provisions of national or regional laws extremely rigid or detailed in foreseeing services to
be provided and the exercise of local administrative functions. A clear ruling of the
Constitutional Court on this issue is still missing. In the meantime State and Regions should have
grasped the inner potential of these principles and promoted competition and cooperation among
municipalities at local level.
However, after more than five years, little efforts have been carried out to implement the new
constitutional principles recognizing local governments’ full-fledged status of autonomous
entities composing the Italian republic.
(B) Local public entrepreneurship in the Italian legislation on local government.
Legislative Decree no 267 of 8 August 2000, also known as the Local Government Act, is still
the legislative body governing the legal status of local governments within the Italian
institutional framework. Notwithstanding the constitutional reform, minimal changes have
occurred.
With regard to the subject of this essay sections 3, 13, 112 and 113 are of prominent relevance.
Sections 3 and 13 set forth the general scope of local governments autonomy which requires
taking care of local interests and promoting social and economic development of local
communities.
In particular, under section 112 local governments, within their competences, shall provide
«public services having as their object the production of goods and activities aiming at fulfilling
social ends and to promote the civic and economic development of local communities».
Under section 113(5) of the Local Government Act local public services of economic relevance
such as those covering the operation and maintenance of methane gas, electric power, water
distribution networks, public transportation networks and sanitation shall be provided
alternatively through: a) a limited liability company selected through a competitive tendering
procedure; b) a limited liability company held jointly by the local government and a private
partner selected through a competitive tendering procedures in compliance with national and EU
competition law and in accordance with the the guidelines enacted by the competent regulatory
authorities; c) a wholly public-owned limited liability company provided that «the local authority
exercises over the person concerned a control which is similar to that which it exercises over its
own departments and, at the same time, that person carries out the essential part of its activities
with the controlling local authority or authorities».
To sum up, the current Italian legislation seems to leave enough space for self-determination in
the selection of local public goods and services as much as in the organization of services
provision.
I.2

In the European legal framework

Municipalities, provinces, metropolitan cities and regions have their own assets, which are allocated to them
pursuant to general principles laid down in State legislation. They may resort to indebtedness only as a means of
financing investment expenditure. State guarantees on loans contracted for this purpose are not admissible».

Decentralization is a common denominator to several European countries. This explains the
attention paid to local governments involvement in the European supranational context and in the
ongoing discussion on EU governance reform. The impression is that local self-government is
gaining more and more attention and within this framework European countries are promoting
local public entrepreneurship.
(A) The role of sub-State bodies in the European Charter of Regional Self-Government.
On the European international law level, a primitive political recognition of local actors comes
within the Council of Europe in 1961, which gave permanent status to the Conference of Local
Authorities of Europe. The Charter of that conference was amended in 1975 to include the region
as a political entity. Its working sessions led to the Charter of Local Self-Government25 and the
Charter of Regional Self-Government2627.
Article 2 of the Charter of Local Self-Government provides with the Constitutional and legal
foundation for local self-government. In accordance with it, «local self-government shall be
recognised in domestic legislation, and where practicable in the constitution».
With regard to the extensiveness, the right to local self-government «denotes the right and the
ability of local authorities, within the limits of the law, to regulate and manage a substantial
share of public affairs under their own responsibility and in the interests of the local population»
(Article 3, paragraph 1).
As to the content, the constitution or the statute shall prescribe «basic powers and responsibilities
of local authorities» (Article 4, paragraph 1). Beyond the basic constitutionally entrenched
powers, the Charter recognizes local authorities’ right to self-determine and therefore
differentiate their activities. Indeed, local authorities shall have «full discretion to exercise their
initiative with regard to any matter which is not excluded from their competence nor assigned to
any other authority» (Article 4, paragraph 2). Moreover, «Public responsibilities shall generally
be exercised, in preference, by those authorities which are closest to the citizen. Allocation of
responsibility to another authority should weigh up the extent and nature of the task and
requirements of efficiency and economy» (Article 4, paragraph 3). (Article 4, paragraph 4). And
even with regards to powers delegated to them by a central or regional authority, «local
authorities shall, insofar as possible, be allowed discretion in adapting their exercise to local
conditions» (Article 4, paragraph 5).
And now we come to the right of self-determining the organizational means to accomplish their
means. Indeed, «local authorities shall be able to determine their own internal administrative
structures in order to adapt them to local needs and ensure effective management (Article 4,
paragraph 5). In this regard, it is also relevant the provision contained in article 20 of the Charter
according to which local governments shall have the possibility to choose, «in exercising their
powers, to co-operate and, within the framework of the law, to form consortia with other local

25

Approved on 15 October 1985, in force since 9 September 1988.
Adopted unanimously on 5 June 1997.
27
At least equal attention should go to the Assembly of European Regions, - founded on 15 June 1985, headquarters
in Strasbourg -, the purpose of which, under Chapter I, Article 1(3) of its Statute, is «[t]o promote the institutional
participation of the Regions in decision making processes and in order to do this increase their active role in the
construction of Europe, especially in the work of the Council of Europe, of the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe and of the European Union».
26

authorities in order to carry out tasks of common interest». On a more international level, they
shall be able «to co-operate with their counterparts in other States».
Besides, the Charter sets forth some principles regarding administrative supervision of local
authorities and in particular it establishes that it shall be ensured that «the intervention of the
controlling authority is kept in proportion to the importance of the interests which it is intended
to protect».
The Charter also provides with financial autonomy of local authorities. Pursuant to article 9 local
governments shall have «adequate financial resources of their own, of which they may dispose
freely within the framework of their powers. Local authorities' financial resources shall be
commensurate with the responsibilities provided for by the constitution and the law. Part at least
of the financial resources of local authorities shall derive from local taxes and charges of which,
within the limits of statute, they have the power to determine the rate».
Finally, local authorities need to get recognition of «the right of recourse to a judicial remedy in
order to secure free exercise of their powers and respect for such principles of local selfgovernment as are enshrined in the constitution or domestic legislation».
(B) The role of sub-State bodies in EU primary law and EU secondary legislation. The role of
regional and local governments in EU soft law and policy guidelines.
Initially, local and regional authorities have been completely cut out of the European integration
process. The neglect they have suffered derives from the absence of any reference to local actors
in the EC Treaties.
On the EC secondary law level, the creation of the Consultative Council of Regional and Local
Authorities enacted with Decision 88/487/EEC28 was the outset of local governments
involvement in the EU decision-making process. In the preamble to the aforementioned
Directive the Commission considers it necessary for those authorities to be more closely coopted within the formulation and implementation process as regards as EU regional policy,
which includes the consideration of other EU policies, and to set up a body to represent decisionmaking at the sub-State levels which would have only consultative powers29 and would meet
only when convened by the Commission itself30.
Nevertheless, the emergence of this new body has represented the keystone of decentralization in
EU governance. It grew into the Committee of the Regions, established in the Maastricht
Treaty31. However, despite the forward steps made in the Treaty of Amsterdam32 and in the
Treaty of Nice33, the Committee of the Regions has not been able to affranchise from being a
mere consultative body.
28

Commission Decision of 24 June 1988 (OJ 1988 L 247, p. 23).
Article 2 of Decision 88/487/EEC.
30
Article 7(1) of that decision.
31
Articles 198a to 198c of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Articles 263 EC to 265 EC).
32
The achievements in Amsterdam consisted mainly in the ability of the Committee of the Regions to adopt its
Rules of Procedure (second paragraph of Article 264 EC); an increase in the number of areas in which consultation
is mandatory (for example, Articles 71 EC, 128 EC, 137 EC and 175 EC); the right to issue opinions on its own
initiative (fifth paragraph of Article 265 EC); and the right of the European Parliament to seek its opinion (fourth
paragraph of Article 265 EC).
33
There were two main amendments introduced by this Treaty: the requirement that members of the Committee
must have an electoral mandate in a regional or local authority, their status as members lapsing when that mandate
comes to an end; and the restriction of the number of members to 350 (Article 263 EC).
29

Yet decentralization in European Governance has found a strong ally in the EC Commission.
With the issuance of the White Paper on European Governance34, the Commission committed
itself to: a) establish «a stronger interaction with regional and local governments and civil
society» through «a more systematic dialogue with European and national associations of
regional and local government at an early stage of policy shaping»; and b) to bring «more
flexibility in the means provided for implementing legislation and programmes with a strong
territorial impact» through target-based contracts to be concluded between Member States,
territorial authorities designated by them, and the Commission within one or more areas.
From the first point of view, after adopting its report on European Governance35 and its
communication on a reinforced culture of consultation and dialogue36 on 11 December 2002, the
Commission adopted the Communication on Dialogue with associations of regional and local
authorities on the formulation of European Union policy laying down the framework, goals and
modalities governing this dialogue with associations of regional and local authorities37.
As to the second point of view, the Commission adopted a communication providing “A
framework for target-based tripartite contracts and agreements between the Community, the
States and regional and local authorities”38. The contract would entrust the designated subnational authority in the Member States with the task to undertake the implementation of
identified actions in order to realise particular objectives defined in “primary” legislation. The
contract should include arrangements for monitoring. The approach concerns regulations or
directives in fields where subnational public authorities are responsible for implementation
within the national institutional or administrative system.
In recent years the EC Commission has introduced a new governance mechanism that tends to
foster the connection between the EU-level and the national and local levels. This new
governance approach is called the ‘open method of coordination’ (OMC) and it has been adopted
as a general model to be used in a several policy areas39.
Finally, decentralization aspirations were in part realized in the Treaty establishing a
Constitution for Europe. The Constitution included a number of points of key importance for
regional and local governments. In summary, these points include:

34

-

the explicit recognition of local and regional self-government (Article I-5);

-

the extension of the subsidiarity principle to include local and regional government
(Article I-11);

-

the extension of the concept of cohesion to include territorial cohesion, both as an
objective of the Union (Article I-3), and as a competence;
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-

the safeguarding of the Committee’s prerogatives (Article III-365(3));

-

the subsidiarity/proportionality monitoring system (Protocol on subsidiarity)

-

more effective consultation of regional and local governments, and more account to be
taken of the financial impact of EU policies on local and regional governments (Protocol
on Subsidiarity);

-

the new right of the Committee of the Regions to refer subsidiarity issues to the Court of
Justice.

The Constitution – by strengthening the principle of multi-level governance – marks an
important achievement in overcoming the gap between the EU and our citizens. It makes it easier
for citizens to engage with European policies, thus ensuring that EU priorities more adequately
reflect their day-to-day concerns.
(C) The case-law of the ECJ on the standing to bring an action of sub-State bodies
To field-test the extension of a their legal status within European Union could be useful ascertain
whether local governments hold the right to stand before the ECJ. Yet notwithstanding the
aforementioned political and legal accomplishment the status of sub-national bodies in
annulment proceedings before the ECJ is still weak.
According to some scholars, in the absence of an express definition of ‘State’ in the Treaties especially for the purpose of Article 230 EC - that term should be interpreted as referring to
subjects of international law recognized as having the capacity to sign and ratify agreements
between States who form an organization having independent power on a territorial basis 40. By
contrast, other authors infer from the case-law of the Court of Justice that the term ‘State’
embodies a collection of authorities and tasks41. However, this scholarly debate adds little to the
interpretation of the second paragraph of article 230 EC Treaty. Indeed it does not provide an
answer to the question of the scope of its meaning in that context.
The scarcity of ECJ rulings does not help in this regard and it suggests that the Court has not
reached a clear position on this issue.
In two orders42 the ECJ declared the actions for annulment brought by the Région Wallonne43
and the Regione Toscana44 to be manifestly inadmissible. The wording of both orders is,
however, identical, and reads as follows: «it is clear from the general scheme of the Treaties that
the term Member State, for the purposes of the institutional provisions and, in particular, those
relating to proceedings before the courts, refers only to government authorities of the Member
40
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States of the European Communities and cannot include the governments of regions or of
autonomous communities, irrespective of the powers they may have». Express reference is made
to both orders in a judgment of the Court of Justice in which, without citing the text itself, the
Court confirmed that the second and third paragraphs of Article 230 EC cannot be applied by
analogy to the regions45.
However, in matters other than direct actions, the ECJ has on many occasions widened the scope
of the term ‘State’ to include any body, whatever its legal form, which has been made
responsible for providing a public service and has for that purpose special powers beyond those
which result from the rules applicable in relations between individuals46. The variableness of the
term ‘State’ in the Court’s case-law is also proved by the use of such term in cases having as
object Member States failure to fulfill their obligations under Community law. Kingdom of
Spain has been found to be in breach of its obligations in cases where local and regional bodies
was instead blamable of the breach (Santoña marshes47, Ambient air quality48 and Magefesa Aid
II cases)49. Thus, if a sub-State regional or local authority fails to fulfill its obligations under
Community law, the Member State in which that authority is located is held liable.
Similarly, on a path loosing the definition of ‘State’, the ECJ has assimilated the meaning of
‘public authority’ to that of ‘State’ in the application of Article 39(4) EC. The Court held that
employment in the public service shall include all offices «which involve direct or indirect
participation in the exercise of powers conferred by public law and in the discharge of functions
whose purpose is to safeguard the general interests of the State or of other public authorities»50.
The concept of public authorities encompasses State as much as sub-State bodies, in particular
local and regional bodies.
Not surprisingly, the Court has followed a variable geometry approach51, which adapts the
concept of ‘State’ to the field at issue in order to guarantee the effectiveness of Community law
and maximize the integration aim underlying the EC Treaty.
However, the ECJ has not extended the loose definition to the provisions relating to the
distribution of powers within the Community, as the Court held in the orders in Région Wallonne
and Regione Toscana: «If the contrary were true [if sub-State bodies had standing to bring an
action of their own right], it would undermine the institutional balance provided for by the
Treaties, which govern the conditions under which the Member States, that is to say the States
party to the Treaties establishing the Communities and the Accession Treaties, participate in the
functioning of the Community institutions. It is not possible for the European Communities to
45
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comprise a greater number of Member States than the number of States between which they were
established».
Nor has there been a sufficient development of the local authorities EU legal status as to justify a
shift in the institutional balance referred to in the orders in Région Wallonne and Regione
Toscana. For this reason the ECJ has again confirmed the previous case-law in the recent
Regione Siciliana case52.
(D) The EU framework for local public entrepreneurship.
Local governments have always been involved indirectly in the implementation of EU structural
policies whereas they have been directly responsible of actions enforcing EU sectoral policies. In
this latter framework the Commission has recently adopted the communication on “Cohesion
Policy and cities: the urban contribution to growth and jobs in the regions”53 which encourages
local public entrepreneurship to bear the rise of global competition among local territories.
The Commission acknowledges that European cities attract investment and jobs. The proposals
of the Commission for Cohesion Policy suggests cities to use the very many tools at their
disposal to strengthen their attractiveness. According to the Commission local governments
should intervene in four key sectors: a) transport, accessibility and mobility54; b) access to
services and amenities55; c) the natural and physical environment56; d) the cultural sector57.
In the Commission’s view, cities should support local economies by providing «a stimulating
environment for innovation and businesses to flourish». They need to take steps to further foster
this environment. City-level actions have an added value because local governments hold «more
information on the specificities of the business environment and are able to carry out smaller
scale complex actions tackling multiple interlinked problems». The Commission suggests two
types of action local governments can take to promote local economic growth: a) actions for the
establishment of new enterprises58; b) actions for innovation and the knowledge economy59. This
52
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actions might induce local governments to step into the economic arena and sometimes enter into
partnerships with private actors or other public entities.
In terms of governance the Commission suggests to strengthen «flexible co-operation between
the different territorial levels». According to the Commission «Cities must find forms of
governance which respect the institutional organization of each Member State and which are able
to manage all aspects of urban development». The Commission sets forth some interesting
guidelines. First, partnerships should be developed «between cities, regions and the state, within
the framework of an integrated and coherent approach to urban development». Also, European
cities need address the challenge of global competition and therefore elaborate «strategies
coordinated at the level of agglomerations or urban networks in order to achieve critical mass».
Particularly, the handling of the urban-rural interaction requires «co-ordination between urban
authorities (both central and suburban) on the one hand and rural and regional authorities on the
other. Both because urban areas provide a service to the wider region in terms of employment,
public services, public spaces, social centres, sport and cultural facilities; and because in a
similar way, rural areas provide services to wider society through the provision of rural
amenities, recreational opportunities and environmental goods as reservoirs of natural resources
and highly valued landscapes».
As to the approach local governments should take in addressing the issue of urban economic
growth, the Commission underscores that «urban development is a complex and long term
process». Cities should therefore maximize all the key factors for this development by adopting a
long term integrated perspective. For this purpose, cities should elaborate a «long term,
consistent plan for all the different factors promoting sustainable growth and jobs in urban areas.
Actions in one field must be consistent with those in another. Notably, economic measures must
be sustainable in social and environmental terms. Monitoring and evaluation systems should be
in place to verify results on the round». Also, localities should drag the key partners – citizens
and civil society, the private sector, the community and NGOs, as well as local, regional and
national government – in the planning, implementation and evaluation of urban development.
As to financing, beyond EU structural funds, urban development may be supported through
private resources. Private financing is useful and often necessary to complement public
resources. A clear legal framework must underpin the setting up of public-private partnerships.
The private sector brings not just money but complementary skills and competences. An
effective public-private partnership requires both a strategic and long term vision and technical
and management competences on the part of local authorities.
Local public entrepreneurship is also recognized in the EC Commission soft law which deals
with services of general economic interest. The Commission seems to leave a wide discretion in
terms of what and how local governments shall provide to their constituents.
unions, universities, NGOs, training institutes and the local community. This support networks could help creating
new mechanisms for sharing knowledge and experience. The financial aspects is, of course, relevant. In particular,
«partnerships between local authorities, funders, service providers and SMEs facilitate the bringing together of
financial and non-financial instruments, to meet local needs. Packages may consist of grants; micro credit schemes;
guarantee funds for sharing high risks; mezzanine funds, advice and training. Cities can be important initiators in
this field in coordination with regional and national financial initiatives».
59
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institutions of higher education, creating business incubators, joint ventures and science parks.

In principle, «Member States have a wide margin to decide how to organise services of general
interest. In the absence of Community harmonisation, the relevant public authorities in the
Member States are in principle free to decide whether to provide a service of general interest
themselves or whether to entrust its provision to another (public or private) entity. However,
providers of services of general economic interest, including in-house service providers, are
undertakings and therefore subject to the competition rules of the Treaty. In practice, Member
States increasingly use public-private schemes, including design-build-finance-operate contracts,
concessions and the creation of mixed-economy companies to ensure the delivery of
infrastructure projects or services of general interest»60.
Also, the Green Paper on Public-Private partnerships launched a debate on the application of
Community law on public contracts and concessions to the PPP phenomenon. Yet the
Commission clarified that this debate «takes place downstream of the economic and
organizational choice made by a local or national authority, and can in no way be perceived as
attempting to make a value judgment regarding the decision to externalize the management of
public services or not; this decision remains squarely within the competence of public
authorities. Indeed, Community law on public contracts and concessions is neutral as regards the
choice exercised by Member States to provide a public service themselves or to entrust it to a
third party»61.
Last, the provisions of Directive 2006/123/EC concerning the freedom of establishment and the
free movement of services should apply only to the extent that the activities in question are open
to competition, so that they do not oblige Member States either to liberalise services of general
economic interest or to privatise public entities which provide such services or to abolish existing
monopolies for other activities or certain distribution services (eighth whereas clause). Thus,
Directive 2006/123/EC «does not deal with the liberalisation of services of general economic
interest, reserved to public or private entities, nor with the privatisation of public entities
providing services» (Article 1, paragraph 2).
The position of the EC Commission heavily relies on the principles consecrated in the EU
primary law. Indeed, article 295 of the EC Treaty establishes the principle of neutrality as to
public or private ownership62. In addition, article 86 states that public undertakings or
undertakings to which Member States grant special or exclusive rights, if entrusted with the
operation of services of general economic interest or having the character of a revenue-producing
monopoly, are subject to the rules contained in the EC Treaty, in particular to the rules on
competition, only «in so far as the application of such rules does not obstruct the performance, in
law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned to them». Also article 16 of the EC Treaty is
relevant «Without prejudice to Articles 73, 86 and 87, and given the place occupied by services
of general economic interest in the shared values of the Union as well as their role in promoting
social and territorial cohesion, the Community and the Member States, each within their
respective powers and within the scope of application of this Treaty, shall take care that such
services operate on the basis of principles and conditions which enable them to fulfill their
missions».
I.3
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In the US legal framework (and doctrine)
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In defining the right to local self-government within the US legal framework one cannot start
without integrating this discussion into the broader framework of American federalism. I need to
briefly recall here the characteristics of US federalist institutional design.
In doing so I will stick to Roderick Hills characterization of American federalism63. According to
Hills,
“federalism” is the body of legal rules protecting the power of “regional”,
subnational governments.
Hills suggests also that “regional” governments have ‘tree defining characteristics’ because they
(1) possess the general power to collect taxes and expend revenue, subject to
relatively narrow exceptions in national law; (2) possess general regulatory power
to govern territory containing several local governments that they have their own
broad taxing and regulatory powers; and (3) define those local governmental
powers through the regional government’s laws. Local governments are the atom
of the system, for their laws do not define or control the powers of any “general
purpose” governments smaller than themselves, although their territory may
encompass other, smaller local governments, as counties’ territory (for instance)
encompasses municipalities.
Hence the right of local self-government is not entrenched in the US federal constitution. Yet it
is a principle that neither State constitutions nor State courts would deny. Why is that? If it is not
consecrated in a federal constitutional provision what is the legal foundation of local selfgovernment and what prevents States from abolishing local governments and frustrating local
communities aspirations to get a share of public government in the US federal democracy?
As to the foundations of the right of local self-government Hills recalls Abraham Lincoln’s
speech on the Kansas-Nebraska Act:
I trust I understand, and truly estimate the right of self-government. My faith in
the proposition that each man should do precisely as he pleases with all which is
exclusively its own, lies at the foundation of the sense of justice there is in me. I
extend the principles to communities of men, as well as to individuals. I so extend
it, because it is politically wise as well as naturally just: politically wise, in saving
us from broils about matters which do not concern us64.
This allows Hills to lay down a parallelism between individual and collective right to selfgovernment to conclude that:
Decentralization is the backbone of self-government, both individual and
collective. […] Thus, collective self-government is simply the natural extension
of the concept of individual rights. […] In short, there is no difference in principle
between the consideration that justify collective individual self-government […]
decentralization serves the goal of self-government, whether the self doing the
governing is an individual, the members of a private organization, or the
population of a local jurisdiction.
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN: SPEECHES AND WRITINGS, 1832-1858, at 327 (Don E. Fehrenbacher ed., 1989).

Aside from Hills’ suggestive and agreeable parallelism which could eventually lead to construe
the right to local self government as an “’inherent’ right of group association”65, the American
legal scholarship seems profoundly divided on the actual legal status of local governments within
the US institutional framework. For some scholars, according to the legal framework in force the
city shall be perceived as a “powerless creature of the State”66. Others object that this view
obliterates the empirical evidence which depicts the city as “a complex local polity, entitled to
self-governance and capable of supporting a local political system” and ultimately “a state in
microcosm”67.
According to Richard Briffault68, the difference between the two theses can be understood in
light of the coexistence of Dillon's Rule69 and home rule70 which reflects
this tension between two views of the city: a complex local polity, entitled to selfgovernance and capable of supporting a local political system; and an administrative arm
of the state, and as such both a potential threat to individual liberty and a hierarchically
subordinate institution subject to state control. These developments concurrently justified
and constrained local autonomy.
Nowadays there is still discussion about the proper scope of local autonomy and the legal
discourse sees two scholarly factions.
The two arguments emphasize different fundamental values: participation in public life in
the one and efficiency in the provision of public sector goods and services in the other.
Similarly, the theories rely on contrasting metaphors for the central mechanism of local
65
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public life: "voice" in the one case and "exit" in the other71. Yet the two tales told by
political and economic theorists share a common commitment to localism72.
The two separate traditions although relying on distinctive premises converge on the general
contention that local autonomy is the superior value that should be protected and enhanced. Most
notably there is a further common denominator that ties together the political and economic
schools of thought. That is precisely local public entrepreneurship.
Frug, who is the most prominent among the participation theorists, suggested that local
governments power should be enhanced and they should be allowed to operate banks, insurance
companies and other financial institutions, provide housing, create food cooperatives and run
profit-making businesses73. In Frug’s view, municipal economic activism would transform local
political life and provide a basis for empowering workers, the poor and consumers. Indeed, he
contends that a municipal bank or insurance company "might make different judgments about the
relative value it places on the profit margin, the kinds of loans it deems socially useful, and the
kinds of consumer protection it seeks to provide" than would private lenders74. Municipal
ownership of housing "could prevent gentrification of these units, and encourage democratic
control over the operation of multiple-family housing"75. In other terms, city-owned enterprises
could provide socially-oriented products76.
Commenting Frug’s argument about city’s powerlessness, Ellickson77 one of the most prominent
legal scholars of local government who follows the economic perspective has underscored the
relatively broad power of local governments to participate in business activities
First, during the twentieth century, state grants of power to cities have become more and
more generous. Dillon's Rule, which required courts to construe strictly all state statutory
delegations of power to cities, was widely accepted in 1910. Today it is a dead letter in
many states. More significantly, over the past few decades more and more states have
conferred broad home-rule powers on certain of their cities. The home-rule movement
has not only given cities new powers, but has also created in them an (admittedly
limited) right to resist state interference in their “local” or “municipal” affairs.
Second, state courts have considerably altered their interpretation of the constitutional
and statutory texts that they once invoked to limit city business activities. In most states
the key limitations have been state constitutional provisions that forbid cities from
spending tax and bond revenues for other than “public purposes.” These constitutional
doctrines continue to have some bite in most states, but less and less bite as the years
pass. Cities now rarely lose lawsuits that challenge their power to engage in business
activities that deviate from the public-utility paradigm. Frug's “powerless” local
governments currently develop housing complexes, retail stores, office buildings, sports
stadiums, and redevelopment projects. They rent tools; own and operate distant vacation
resorts; sell at retail products such as gasoline, liquor, light bulbs, and sportswear; and
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lend money to homebuyers and business enterprises. In Arizona, a state more rugged in
its individualism than most, a constitutional provision explicitly authorizes all cities “to
engage in industrial pursuits.” Current mainstream economic theory, which would limit
the role of government to instances of market failure, seems today to have little more
constitutional relevance in most states than Herbert Spencer's social statics.
Frug mentions the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment as a source of city
powerlessness. He cites as authority Moore v. City of East Cleveland. In Moore, the due
process clause was construed to prohibit a city from preventing a grandmother from
living with two grandchildren who were not siblings. Other Supreme Court decisions are
more relevant to the power of cities to engage in business. Even during the Lochner era,
the Supreme Court repeatedly held that the due process clause did not prevent states and
cities from entering into businesses commonly carried out by private enterprise. Perhaps
the broadest holding came in 1920, when the Court in Green v. Frazier unanimously
sustained the constitutionality of a North Dakota statute that authorized the
establishment of state banks, state mills and grain elevators, state homebuilding
agencies, and other state enterprises.
The US experience of local public entrepreneurship includes a wide variety of public policies as
well as legal and financing techniques available to local governments to nurture and trigger
economic development. Notably, US local governments’ business-oriented activism
encompasses exercise of eminent domain for land acquisitions, public-private partnerships for
urban renewal projects, issuance of debt and securities (e.g. industrial development bonds) and
municipalization (as well as re-municipalization of previously privatized) local services78. On a
more corporate level, local public entrepreneurship has entailed the establishment of private-lawbased structures or special-purpose public authorities79 and special assessment districts80 to
finance improvements in urban renewal or in local public services and to carry out development
projects.
II.

Two “case-law studies”.

In this section two case studies are presented which takes inspiration from two important caseslaw brought before respectively the European Court of Justice and the Supreme Court of
Connecticut. In both cases courts were asked to express their judgment upon cases where
economic entrepreneurship of local governments was under scrutiny. From the EU standpoint,
cities are incorporating entirely or partially city-owned companies for the delivery of local public
services or for urban renewal projects. As to the US legal framework, I will cursorily recall the
landmark decision in Kelo v. City of New London in which the Supreme Court of Connecticut
upheld a municipality’s right to condemn private land for economic development purposes.
In both cases local public entrepreneurship is playing a major role fostering local governments
innovation and enhancing communities well-being. However, in the EU the ECJ jurisprudence is
discouraging local governments to engage in such activities thereby undermining the right to
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local self-government. Conversely, the US legal system actively encourages a high level of local
public entrepreneurship for the production of urban services and infrastructure.
II.1

The EU debate on "in-house operations”.

In recent years the European Court of Justice has been developing a very jurisprudence on the
so-called "in-house operations". on public contracts awarded by public authorities to entities
having distinct legal personality although partially or wholly owned by the contracting authority
itself81. The Court's findings, together with the analysis provided by the Advocate Generals, have
represented a moment of confrontation on local public entrepreneurship.
(A) The Teckal criteria and the substantive scope of the in-house exemption.
The very first opportunity the Court had to deal with in-house operations was the Arnhem case82.
The issue brought before the ECJ was whether the award of a public service contract to a public
limited liability company jointly incorporated by two Dutch municipalities was subject to the EC
public procurement rules. In his opinion advocate general La Pergola contemned that the setting
up of this company was a measure of administrative reorganization and the awards of the public
responsibilities were to construed as an "inter-department delegation" escaping the scope of the
(old) Public Service Contracts Directive83. The ECJ did not address the issue84.
In the subsequent Ri.San. case85, which concerned the award of a public service contract to an
Italian company, whose capital was split by 51% of the contracting authority itself and 49% of a
central government undertaking, the advocate general Siegert Alber analyzed thoroughly the
nature of "in-house" operations. His cutting-edge opinion maintained that the "influence" a
contracting authority exercises over another entity should have been the decisive criterion to
determine the "in-house" nature of the relationship86.
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It was in the landmark Teckal decision87 that the ECJ forged the hermeneutic method that will
then be adopted in all the subsequent cases to evaluate in-house operations. This case concerned
the direct award to an interlocal (45 municipalities) consortium of a contract for the operation of
the heating systems for several municipal buildings, including the contracting authority. The key
issue in this case was whether the granting of a public service to an entity, in which the
contracting authority is itself a member, is subject to the detailed EC rules on public
procurement. The ECJ carved out the basic elements of an in-house operation and it extended it
to relations between contracting authority and entities having a distinct legal personality when
certain conditions are met. Most notably, an in-house relation exists provided that: "the local
authority exercises over the person concerned a control which is similar to that which it exercises
over its own departments and, at the same time, that person carries out the essential part of its
activities with the controlling local authority or authorities"88.
Thus, the substantive subordination to the contracting authority of a public-controlled legal entity
in decision-making and operating processes does not trigger the applicability of EC legislation
on public procurement. As to the scope of the in house derogation, with the Teckal decision the
ECJ generalized the principle explicitly foreseen only in article 6 of the public service contracts
directive and extended the application of the in-house rule to public contracts other than public
services89.
As to the substantive scope, after Teckal Court’s case-law has broaden the scope of the in house
derogation to contracts of public supply and infrastructure works90, as well as to concession
agreements91 granted by the public authority92, where the local government acting as contracting
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authority exercises an oversight over the awardee company substantially equivalent to that
exercised on its own internal services and the latter dedicates the majority part of its activities to
the authority or authorities that control it93.
More recently, the Court has gone much further in the application of the EC public procurement
regime to local authorities enterprises and therefore with the implementation of the Teckal test.
In Commission v. Spain94 the Court upheld the need to apply the Teckal test also to mere interadministrative cooperation agreements which occur between two or more public legal entities in
order to determine whether the contract in question falls under the scope of the Public
Procurement Directives or under the "in-house" exemption.
In Commission v. France95 and moreover in the very recent Auroux case96 the ECJ has submitted
to the Teckal test also urban renewal projects. Most notably the latter case had as its object an
agreement for the redevelopment of a brownfield area and the construction of a leisure center in
the French city of Roanne that the Municipal Council of the municipality of Roanne had
authorized its mayor to sign with a semi-public company owned by the Region of Loire. as it
constitutes a public works contract according to ECJ97. The Court stated that it is apparent from
tenderers is intended to afford equality of opportunity to all tenderers when formulating their tenders, regardless of
their nationality (see, to that effect, Case C-87/94 Commission v Belgium [1996] ECR I-2043, paragraphs 33 and
54). As a result, the principle of equal treatment of tenderers is to be applied to public service concessions even in
the absence of discrimination on grounds of nationality. The principles of equal treatment and non-discrimination on
grounds of nationality imply, in particular, a duty of transparency which enables the concession-granting public
authority to ensure that those principles are complied with. That obligation of transparency which is imposed on the
public authority consists in ensuring, for the benefit of any potential tenderer, a degree of advertising sufficient to
enable the service concession to be opened up to competition and the impartiality of procurement procedures to be
reviewed (see, to that effect, Telaustria and Telefonadress, cited above, paragraphs 61 and 62).
93
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the agreement that the construction of the leisure centre is intended to house commercial and
service activities designed to regenerate an area in the town, so that it must be regarded as
fulfilling an “economic function”. Thus, it must be regarded as an ordinary public works
contract.
The Teckal criteria need to be met cumulatively. However their practical application in specific
cases has proved them to be blurry. Considering that their fulfillment deactivates the EC public
procurement legislation and principles, the Court is interpreting them very strictly leaving the
burden of proof to the person seeking to rely on the exceptional circumstances that justify such
derogation98. Now, if interpreted too narrowly, it is most unlikely that such criteria could ever be
met99. As a matter of fact, what is happening now is that an unrestrained formalism in the
construal of the Teckal criteria is putting at stake local entrepreneurial and innovation spirit as
well as the seek for new forms of interlocal cooperation.
(B) The aftermath of Teckal on local public entrepreneurship
In recent decisions the ECJ has tried to put in context the Teckal criteria.
First, in an economic relationship between two entities having distinct legal personality it is hard
to prove that one (i.e. the contracting authority) exercises a control over the other (i.e. the
contractor) resembling the control the former exercises over its own departments. Unless adapted
to the factual context and applied in a not too formalistic way the “similar control” criterion risks
to narrow the scope of the in-house category and to turn it barely realistic. This is what the ECJ
did.
In Stadt Halle the ECJ held that the award of public responsibilities to public-private companies
does not fall within the scope an in-house operation and therefore is subject to the EC public
procurement rules. This contention is now affecting local public-private partnerships100, which
are often entrusted with major and long-term projects by local municipalities for the provision of
services of general interest101. After Stadt Halle, contracting authorities now obliged to apply
Public Procurement Directives supposedly twice (for the choice of the private shareholder and
the choice of the contractor) may be withheld from using this form of co-operation102.
its main purpose consists in the construction of a leisure center, that is to say a work within the meaning of the
directive. The Court states that it is irrelevant, in that regard, that SEDL does not execute the works itself and that it
has them carried out by subcontractors. The Court states that it is apparent from the agreement that the construction
of the leisure centre is intended to house commercial and service activities designed to regenerate an area in the
town, so that it must be regarded as fulfilling an “economic function”. In those circumstances, the Court holds that
the agreement must be classified as a public works contract within the meaning of the directive.
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In Parking Brixen and Mödling cases ECJ made instead clear that the award of concessions or
contracts even to wholly owned subsidiaries of the contracting authorities may be subject to
public procurement regime. This leaves little space for optimism as to the survival of the inhouse derogation in the future. Mödling and Anav specified then that the two Teckal criteria are
met on a permanent basis.
In Carbotermo the ECJ specified the second Teckal criterion and interpreted the term "essential
part of activities"103. In the Court's view, this criterion is met only if the activities of the entity
concerned are devoted principally to the contracting authority and any other activities are only of
marginal significance. Then it is up to the national judge to carry out qualitative and quantitative
analysis on factual basis. This assessment shall concern any activities carried out under a
contract awarded by the contracting authority, regardless of who is the beneficiary (the
contracting authority or the user of the services), who pays the contractor (the contracting
authority or third users in case of concessions) and in which territory the services are provided.
Such an extensive interference in the self-government of many municipalities and, in particular,
in their organisational discretion104 is – even from the point of view of the market-opening
function of procurement law – entirely unnecessary. In Parking Brixen advocate.generale J.
Kokott noted that:
After all, the purpose of procurement law is to ensure that contractors are selected in a
transparent and non-discriminatory manner in all cases where a public body has decided
to use third parties to perform certain tasks. However, the spirit and purpose of
procurement law is not also to bring about, ‘through the back door’, the privatisation of
those public tasks which the public body would like to continue to perform by using its
own resources. This would require specific liberalisation measures on the part of the
legislature.
In any event, through its use of the phrase ‘control similar to that which’, the judgment in
Teckal indicates that the possibilities open to an authority for exerting influence over its
own departments and over public undertakings do not have to be identical. What matters
in deciding whether an undertaking is akin to an administrative department or to other
market operators is not whether, from a formal point of view, the public body has the
same possibilities in law as it does in relation to its own departments, for example the
right to give instructions in a particular case. What matters is rather whether, in practice,
the contracting authority is able to attain its public-interest objectives in full at all times.
It is only where an undertaking has been made independent (autonomous) to such an
extent that the contracting authority is no longer able to pursue its interests in full within
the undertaking that the contracting authority can no longer be said to exercise a control
similar to that which it exercises over its own departments.
Private Partnerships and the European Procurement Rules: EU Policies in Conflict? 37 C.M.L.Rev. 710 (2000); L.
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Thus, if account were taken only of the – usually relatively extensive – fields of activity
in which a public or private limited company is permitted to operate from a purely legal
point of view (that is by law or under the company’s statutes), it would be practically
impossible for such undertakings to fulfill the second Teckal criterion. In those
circumstances, contracting authorities would always be required to comply with the
procurement rules before concluding contracts with their subsidiaries, in so far as those
subsidiaries are organised as public or private limited companies. This would make the
choice of public or private limited company as a form of organisation appreciably less
attractive. Such extensive interference in the organisational sovereignty of the Member
States and, in particular, the self-government of many municipalities is not necessary for
the purposes of the market-opening function of public procurement law.
The foregoing shows that the ECJ case-law on in-house operations deserves careful re-reading
or, even better, complete re-thinking for its implications on local governments rights of selfgovernment. The seminal Teckal decision first forged the in-house derogation to withhold the
application of Community law on public services to relations between a local authority and its
formally separate although substantially dependent corporate structures. It was intended to
preserve local governments sphere of self-government being it in the form of self-organization or
self-provision. Subsequently, the ECJ expanded the in-house derogation applying it also to all
the other typologies of public contracts105. The generalization of the category triggered a selfrestraint interpretative attitude of the ECJ. In some cases such attitude has led the Court to reach
conclusions deeply weakening local governments entrepreneurial discretion as well as inter-local
cooperation. The point I want to make here is that the inquiry on the proper relationships
between local governments and local economies is hardly suitable for judicial appraisal because
it interferes with highly political decisions. The US case study will help understanding this point.
II.2

The US debate on the “public use” issue.

For the reasons stated above in the US local public entrepreneurship is much more developed
and local governments are way more conscious of their intrinsic entrepreneurial nature. US local
governments business-oriented strategies involve a wide variety of public policies as well as
legal and financing techniques available to local governments to nurture and trigger economic
development.
Notably, US local governments’ business-like activism encompasses exercise of eminent domain
for land acquisitions, public-private partnerships for urban renewal projects, issuance of debt and
securities (e.g. industrial development bonds) and municipalization (as well as remunicipalization of previously privatized) local services106. From a corporate point of view, local
public entrepreneurship may entail the establishment of private-law-based structures or specialpurpose public authorities107 and special assessment districts108 to finance improvements in urban
renewal or in local public services and to carry out development projects.
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For the purpose of this essay I will briefly focus my attention on the use of eminent domain to
assemble land for economic development. The reason why I devoted this section to the analysis
of this specific instrument of local economic development is that it better enlightens the different
attitude of the judiciary toward the political economy of local governments. A recent ruling of
the Supreme Court of Connecticut has recently endorsed a municipality’s right to condemn
private land for economic development purposes.
Those who are strangers in the land of land use law might find useful to receive some basic
information on the whereabouts of the power of eminent domain. I find no better words than
those of professor Gillette109
The eminent domain power is necessary to cure what is itself a political problem--the
capacity of individual private property holders to frustrate majority will by refusing to
sell privately held land for public purposes. In theory, publicly interested officials will
use the condemnation power only to solve what is called the "land assembly" problem
and only to do so where the result is to confer net benefits on their constituents, that is,
only to make residents as a whole better off, even though some of those residents will
lose private property that they might have preferred to retain.
Of course, the grant of such power raises the risk that local officials will exploit it and
will condemn private property even where insufficient public benefits result. The
underlying assumption of constitutional doctrine that permits takings only for a public
use and then only with governmental payment of just compensation is that these twin
requirements will deter officials from exercising their condemnation power where public
costs would exceed public benefits. But given the vagaries of both those requirements,
the doctrinal safeguards may simply reflect a calculation that systemic abuse will create a
political backlash, so that fear of electoral redress is the most compelling constraint on
local officials.
Now, in many economic development programs in which local governments decide to play a role
the power to acquire land through the exercise of eminent domain is crucial. Practically every
state has adopted legislation on land assembly through eminent domain. Such legislation
authorizes the use of eminent domain mainly in urban renewal projects which have economic
redevelopment as their primary objective. Some states have also enacted new legislation that
regardless of urban renewal aims authorizes still the use of eminent domain for economic
development. The use of eminent domain for economic development has sometimes been used to
convey the land the governmental agent acquires to a private entity, which carries out the
development project.
A question of constitutionality of such a use of the eminent domain power arises. All states have
constitutional limitations on the use of the eminent domain power. Eminent domain may indeed
be used only for a "public use"110 and upon payment of just compensation. US courts construe
very broadly the notion of "public use" to include also “economic development”111. This has
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been said to reflect the “deference to legislative judgments about the proper use of public
expenditures and the proper interaction between government and business”112.
In the recent Kelo v. City of New London case the Supreme Court of Connecticut has basically
recited the conditions under which the judiciary shall refrain from interfering with local political
economy decision-making by rejecting any “monolithic metric for economic development”113.
As Gillette underscores, in the Kelo case the Court’s attitude was that the judiciary should defer
to the assessment that emerges from political deliberations where the locality proceeds pursuant
to a "carefully considered" decision114. In other terms, the Court shall limit its consideration to
track down any “indicia of apparent political process failure that courts could detect and correct
better than the political process itself”115. In the process utilized in Kelo, for instance, the Court
noted that nothing indicated that the City's development plan was adopted "to benefit a particular
class of identifiable individuals"116.
Thus, judicial investigation on interactions between local government and economic
development activities shall be restrained to some circumstances. Kelo establishes “the need to
articulate those conditions under which judicial intervention is warranted”117. In Gillette’s view,
the language employed in Kelo to justify the judiciary deference to local decisions confirms this
impression: "The takings before us . . . would be executed pursuant to a 'carefully considered'
economic plan"118; "[t]he disposition of this case . . . turns on the question [of] whether the City's
development plan serves a 'public purpose"'119; "[t]he City has carefully formulated an economic
development plan that it believes will provide appreciable benefits to the community"120;
"[g]iven the comprehensive character of the plan, the thorough deliberation that preceded its
adoption,"121 the plan as a whole shall be reviewed to find it satisfies the public purpose
requirement.
Let’s now turn to the lesson that Europeans judges can learn from Kelo and the foregoing
American jurisprudence on the interactions between local economies and local governments:
The historical relationship between local government and business . . . has shifted
significantly over America's 230-year history . . . But this very flexibility in defining the
proper relationship between local government and the local economy is what makes the
inquiry uniquely unsuitable for judicial investigation. Courts are pretty good at applying
principles of law that have staying power over time. Where the principle is one of
political will, however, courts do best by deferring to the political institutions that can
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best gauge the political sentiment of the time -- assuming, of course, that the political
bodies can be trusted to interpret and apply that sentiment properly” 122.
Gillette’s claim is that
the capacity of the judiciary to make inquiries into the process, to reverse engineer the
political decision to determine whether it was tainted or whether the same decision would
have been reached on objective grounds, is minimal. Thus, perhaps the best that a court
can do is to define the conditions under which the probability of abuse is minimal and
defer to the political process when those criteria are satisfied123.
What about the lesson for the European legislatures? Gillette recalls that some state legislations
enacted post-Kelo introduced “procedural safeguards, such as hearing requirements, to the
condemnation process”. Gillette holds that “openness and opportunity for collective action will
generate more publicly-interested decisions and reduce the risk of abuses”124. After all, Kelo is
nothing new under the US local government law sky and Gillette properly underscores that
“Kelo is a very conservative opinion”. It fits indeed within the American jurisprudential
“tradition of counteracting the need for flexibility in urban planning with political process
protections”125. And it would have been the same if business and government had interacted in a
public policy field other than urban renewal.
My question is then: why should it not be the same for Europe? Local public entrepreneurship
needs flexibility and such flexibility shall be counterbalanced only by democratic participation
mechanisms not some unrealistic requirements spilled out of the minds of some “Berlin’s
judge”126.
III.

The influence of globalization on local public entrepreneurship.

There is a further reason why legislatures should recognize, protect and provide democratic
counterbalances to local public entrepreneurship as well judges should adopt a more deferent
approach.
The foregoing discourse aimed at demonstrating that cities shall be allowed to engage in
business-like activities or make strategic decisions likewise business-minded players. In
particular, they should be able to step into the economic arena or back-up private projects if this
fosters their economic attractiveness. The reason is that they compete with each other to gain
new investors, “customers” and lenders. The overall aim is to improve the competitiveness and
122
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well-being of their jurisdictions by either providing new/better public services and infrastructure
as well as by increasing their tax-base or debt leverage.
Now globalization of economy requires local governments to take on an even more difficult
challenge. The rise to global competition. Domestic legislature and judiciary should take this
phenomenon into account. World economy’s globalization and its key features - mobility of
capital, world scale division of labor, advances in communications technology, mobility of
people through reductions in travel time or large-scale migrations – are giving cities a primary
role in global governance favoring the creation of horizontal networks127 as well as involvement
in international organizations programs that are waning national (institutions and legislation)
influence over cities128. In their new global standing cities are starting to become object of
international organizations policies promoting new forms of urban governance129 or formulating
development strategies130 as well as international trade and investment agreements131 and arbitral
decisions132.
There has also been an attempt to codify the right to self-government in international law at the
global level133. The World Charter is to date a discussion draft produced by UN-Habitat and
international organizations of city governments that has not been presented to the United Nations
General Assembly yet. Nevertheless the draft tells us where international legal thinking relating
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local government stand today134. However, many aspects of the World Charter resonate the
European Charter of Local Self-Government, which was enacted within the Council of Europe in
1985 and is in force since 1993.
Yet, at the global level much more emphasis is on cities role as international economic actors.
Indeed they "function in four new ways: first, as concentrated command points in the
organization of the world economy; second, as key locations for finance and specialized service
firms, which have replaced manufacturing as the leading economic sectors; third, as sites of
production, including the production of innovations in these leading industries; and fourth, as
markets for the products and innovations produced."135
The picture of world cities emerging from the international framework acknowledges the
importance of local public entrepreneurship and partially resembles that of Martinotti’s thirdgeneration cities136. That is to say cities whose goal is to attract worldwide investments. But at
the same time it stresses the importance of democratic participation and poverty reduction
policies. Let’s have a look at some of the sources.
The World Bank Cities in Transition report maintains that "Urbanization, when well managed,
facilitates sustained economic growth and thereby promotes broad social welfare gains."137 The
World Bank put much emphasis on the need for cities to become "livable, competitive, and
bankable."138 This requires the cities to eliminate burdensome regulation and transactions costs,
facilitate public-private partnerships, and promote best practices. The goal, as the Bank
emphasizes, is to improve the lives of the poor in the world's cities139.
Cities Alliance's 2004 Annual Report140 follows the World Bank's Cities in Transition
approach141. Cities Alliance holds that "cities and towns are essentially markets,"142 and it is
essential to unleash "the potential of cities" by modernizing their economies with city-supported
infrastructure and private investments143. "The most fundamental requirements for a productive
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urban economy include available and affordable land for firms and for housing and transport
networks that promote the mobility of both goods and workers."144
UN-Habitat adopts a similar strategic vision. UN-Habitat fosters initiatives "to promote pro-poor
urban governance"145 and depicts "the city as an organizing agent for national development."146
In its Global Campaign on Urban Governance, UN-Habitat emphasized governance rather than
government and the strategic value of public-private partnerships and democratic participation
making "stakeholders" consensus a key feature of any local decision making.
Finally, The Founding Declaration of United Cities and Local Governments blends the defense
of local democracy with the enhancement of cities’ "strategic role in economic development."147
5.

Concluding remarks

Local governments are political as well as economic units. Local governments should therefore
be granted both political liberty (the right to local self-government) and economic liberty (the
right to self-provide public local goods and/or engage in economic activities for the sake of the
local economic development)148.
Open questions remain. Where do we draw the line? Local government could “steal” space to
private firms and the market. Also, how can local government economic activities be audited to
make local governments more responsive or democratically accountable in the operation of such
activities?
Briffault is right when fears that the widespread use of local government structures and policies
to facilitate the implementation of pro-business policies risks to turn local governments into
“devices for using the coercive power of the public authority for private economic ends”
circumventing direct democratic control149. To avoid abuses the legislature does not have to deny
and frustrate local governments autonomy. It is however crucial to implement democratic
counterbalances. The response may not be left only to the intervention judiciary.
Finally, globalization is completely changing the characteristics of competition among local
governments. Competition is today taking place in the international marketplace. The rise to the
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global challenge requires full development of the cities entrepreneurial spirit. Local public
entrepreneurship will foster also interlocal cooperation otherwise local governments will not be
able to face global competition. The emerging global networks of cities seem to testify that. Yet
they need to reach the optimal scale of economic power and industrial organization. However,
this phenomena need to be recognized, nourished and regulated at the global level. The
arguments set forth in this paper put forward an international codification and regulation of the
right to local self government with all its implications including the right to economic
entrepreneurship150.
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